




VALUE:
The lightness or darkness 
of a surface. 

VALUE SCALE:
A gradation of value 
levels found in an 
artwork. 





https://www.artistsnetwork.tv
/courses/dynamic-charcoal-d
rawing-lessons-with-chris-wy
nter?et_mid=633941&rid=23
6374225 

https://www.artistsnetwork.tv/courses/dynamic-charcoal-drawing-lessons-with-chris-wynter?et_mid=633941&rid=236374225
https://www.artistsnetwork.tv/courses/dynamic-charcoal-drawing-lessons-with-chris-wynter?et_mid=633941&rid=236374225
https://www.artistsnetwork.tv/courses/dynamic-charcoal-drawing-lessons-with-chris-wynter?et_mid=633941&rid=236374225
https://www.artistsnetwork.tv/courses/dynamic-charcoal-drawing-lessons-with-chris-wynter?et_mid=633941&rid=236374225
https://www.artistsnetwork.tv/courses/dynamic-charcoal-drawing-lessons-with-chris-wynter?et_mid=633941&rid=236374225
https://www.artistsnetwork.tv/courses/dynamic-charcoal-drawing-lessons-with-chris-wynter?et_mid=633941&rid=236374225


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua2bNzxuSKU






http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq2RtRzzE8U






This Week’s Schedule:
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

[Project One]
Contour Drawing

Presentation
Practice/Thumbnails

[Project One]
Contour Drawing

[Project One]
Contour Drawing



Contour Line:

In drawing, is an 
outline sketch of an 
object. 

[Project One]: Layered Contour Drawing

The purpose of contour drawing is to emphasize the 
mass and volume of the subject rather than the detail; 

the focus is on the outlined shape of the subject and not 
the minor details.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complexity


- Contour drawing is an essential 
technique in the field of art 
because it is a strong foundation 
for any drawing or painting; it can 
potentially modify a subject's’ 
form through variation within the 
lines.

- Its’ objective is to capture the life, 
action, or expression of the 
subject

Pablo Picasso.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Painting


Types of Contour Lines: BLIND CONTOUR
“Blind Contour Line”

A style of contour 
line drawing where 
the artist does not 
look at the paper or 

picks up his/her 
pencil.

Great warm up exercise!



Types of Contour Lines: Line Variation
“Line Variation”

Line variation 
refers to creating 
various sizes of 

line in an contour 
line drawing. 

This is a great way 
to show depth!



Types of Contour Lines: CROSS CONTOUR
“Cross Contour Line”

A style of contour 
line drawing where 
lines are created 

around the object to 
express its form.









[Project One]: Layered 
Contour Drawing
GUIDELINES:

1. 12”x19” Drawing Paper
2. Graphite + Charcoal
3. 1-2 Objects 

a. Must be drawn with various 
sizes at least 5 times.

b. Must be drawn from at least 
3 different angles. 



Composition



COMPOSITION: The arrangement of visual elements in an image. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CiS3SU4lk0


Composition Tricks: The Rule of Thirds
The rule of thirds is a three-frame wide by three-frame deep grid that can rest over 

an image and tell artists a lot about how eyes will follow the image or design. 



These same rules apply 
to our drawings & make 

them better!



Composition Tricks: The Phi Grid







Composition Tricks: Cropping
By being selective in the cropping of your drawing, you add great compositional 

elements that bring interest to the focus of your artwork. 







Composition Tricks: Overlapping
Overlapping objects in a drawing is the simplest way to show depth and 

complexity!



How to create a successful Composition you might say?!
THUMBNAILS: The making of numerous small drawings in order 
to explore multiple ideas at a very fast pace. 





[Project One]: Layered 
Contour Drawing
GUIDELINES:

1. 12”x19” Drawing Paper
2. Graphite + Charcoal
3. 1-2 Objects 

a. Must be drawn with various 
sizes at least 4 times.

b. Must be drawn from at least 
2 different angles. 



Project One [PLANNING PROCESS]:
1. Choose an object to highlight for your contour object. 

(These can be simple!)
2. Practice in your sketchbook rough contour sketches of the 

object. (no shading, just lines)
3. Create 5-10 Composition Thumbnails. Remember the angles 

and compositional tricks like overlapping/cropping. 



Project One [MAKING PROCESS]:
1. Choose the thumbnail that you enjoy the most. 
2. Begin drawing the final onto your 12”x19” drawing paper. 
3. Choose a section (remember composition!) to block off in 

your contour drawing. 
4. Shade that section to add another piece of composition to 

your final contour drawing. 

TA-DA - you have a bad ass work of art now!



This Week’s Schedule: August 29th - September 2nd
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

*Finish “Layered 
Contour Line 
Drawings”
Due Today.  

Cross-Contour:
Demo
Exercise
Journal Practice

[Project Two]

“LINE”

Intro
Sketch/Research

[Project Two]
LINE

*Finish 
research/sketches

*Prep materials

Begin working on 
final.

[Project Two]
LINE



Cool 
Opportunity!

Please see me 
for an 

application if 
interested.



CROSS-CONTOUR LINES
Cross-contour lines are very 
much an attitude of the approach 
to drawing. They are the lines that 
reflect the movement of your eye 
in and around what you see. 
While contour lines describe 
edges, cross-contours describe 
form and volume.







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oL8ns821F84




Line: 

An “element of art” meaning 

the path of a moving point.

[Project TWO]: LINE

Lines are incredible. They are informative, 

descriptive, emotional, physical or 

nonphysical. They cover a whole range of 

ideas that can be expressed in art.

AWESOME RESOURCES:

- http://www.moma.org/interactives/e
xhibitions/2010/online/ 

- https://www.google.com/search?q=
contemporary+art+with+line&espv=
2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnm
s&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi
G3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ
_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on

http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/2010/online/
http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/2010/online/
http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/2010/online/
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on
https://www.google.com/search?q=contemporary+art+with+line&espv=2&biw=1253&bih=688&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG3trs4OLOAhVW-2MKHZpUD_YQ_AUIBigB&safe=active&ssui=on


[Project One]: LINE
GUIDELINES:

1. Needs to emphasize the element 
of line. 

2. (Part Two) Written explanation of 
your work, like what you would 
see in a gallery next to a piece.

3. AT LEAST, 9”x12” (drawing, 
painting, sculpture, etc.)



INSPIRATION:



















[PLANNING PROCESS]:
1. Research and sketch ideas that stick out to you. 
2. What interests you?! What drives you!?
3. Create thumbnails and think of any materials you need for 

this project. 

SAVE THE CHEESE 
FOR YOUR NACHOS!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86ChABxLV60


“LINE” Progress Calendar
9/6 - 

Finish research!!
BEGIN FINAL!

9/7 - 

BEGIN FINAL!

9/8 - 

WORK DAY.

9/9 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/12 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/13 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/14 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/15 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/16 - 

9/19 - 

Brain Sesh/Check In
WORK DAY. 

9/21 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/22 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/23 - 

WORK DAY. 

9/26 - 

FINAL WORK 
DAY

9/28 - 

Exhibition Text
Turn IN

9/29 - 

Next project. 

9/30 - 

Next project. 



TODAY:
- Finish any final details on your Line Project. 
- Write your “Exhibition Text”
- TURN IN YOUR LINE PROJECT!

Tomorrow: Fall Photo Challenge (please bring your own 
smartphone - or i will also have some provided.)



Writing your Exhibition Text:
TITLE

Medium (What was used to create the project)

Size (inches)

Brief description of the outline/meaning behind the work. 

For this exhibition text, I want you to include an 
explanation of your process and why this connects with the 

theme of LINE. 


